
1st Grade: Sentence Fluency Lesson 

 

• Building Complete Sentences 

• Starting Sentences in Different Ways 

• Varying Sentence Lengths 

• Making Smooth-Sounding Sentences 

 

Materials: 

• a copy of Whales Passing by Eve Bunting 

• projection of Key Qualities of the Sentence Fluency Trait 

• Different Beginnings Printable sheet for each student 

• Projection of the Think About for Sentence Fluency 

• paper, pencils, pens 

• drawing paper, markers, crayons 

 

What to Do: 

1. Display the projection Key Qualities of the Sentence Fluency Trait and discuss 

how writers often vary the way their sentences begin to make them sound 

interesting to the reader. 

2. Read aloud these examples to students and ask them, “What stands out when you 

listen to these sentences?” 

• I went to the park. 

• I played on the swings. 

• I jumped on the trampoline. 

• I played with other kids. 

• I got really dirty. 

• I went home to change. 

Students should answer that the sentences all start with “I.” Tell them that when a 

writer uses the same word to start every sentence, it weakens the connection between 

the reader and the piece’s main idea. The reader winds up focusing on the redundant 

language rather than the central message.  
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3. Read the following paragraph aloud to students and see if they notice a difference: 

• When I went to the park, I played on the swings and jumped on the trampoline 

with the other kids.  

• In fact, I played so hard I got really dirty, so I went home to change. 

Students should notice that the sentences have been pared down from six to two and that 

both begin differently.  

4. Ask students if the first or second set of sentences was smoother and easier to listen 

to. Students should answer the second set of sentences. 

5. Tell students you are going to share a book with them that contains many kinds of 

sentences that begin in a variety of ways. Ask them to listen for those sentence 

beginnings as you read the book to them. 

6. Read Whales Passing aloud, pausing to show pictures as you go. 

7. When you’ve finished, display the projection Think About: Beginning Sentences in 

Different Ways and discuss why writers try to vary their sentence beginnings. 

8. Distribute the Different Beginnings printable and ask students to examine the 

beginnings of sentences from Whales Passing in more depth. Reread Whales Passing, 

pausing to allow students time to insert the first word of each sentence from the 

paragraph frame on the printable as you read it aloud. 

Search the Internet for “orca whales” or “killer whales” and select a site that 

contains downloadable orca sounds that you can play for students. Your school or 

public library may have CDs of whale sounds to check out and use with students as 

well. 

9. Ask students to make up two lines that whales might say to each other and record 

them on the bottom part of the printable.  Remind students to begin each sentence 

differently. 

10. Ask students to form pairs and read their sentences of whale dialogue to one another. 

Once students have read, their partners should tell them the first word of each 

sentence to make sure they are, in fact, different. Ask for volunteers to share their 

pieces with the class.  

11.  Review the projection of Think About: Beginning Sentences in Different Ways and 

ask students what they learned from this lesson. 
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12. Display the pictures and whale sentences for the class to enjoy. 

 

Extension Activities: 

 

• For students just beginning to write: Ask students to write the words for the 

sentence beginnings as you read them in the first half of the Different Beginnings 

printable, but instead of writing new sentences at the bottom, ask them to dictate 

their ideas to another student or to you. Encourage the student to write the first 

word of the sentence on their own. 

 

• For students who are writing independently: Ask students to work with a 

partner to write a longer dialogue between the whales. Make sure they remember 

to stay focused on varying the beginnings of their sentences. Ask students to read 

the dialogue aloud to the class. 
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Projection  

 

Key Qualities of the Sentence Fluency Trait 
 

• Building Complete Sentences 

• Starting Sentences in Different Ways 

• Varying Sentence Lengths 

• Making Smooth-Sounding Sentences 
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Printable  

 

Different Beginnings 

 

Use these words to begin the sentences from a page of Whales Passing. 

 

That  Follow  Maybe  I    An     We’ll 

 

____________ bet those whales have signposts down below. ______________ ocean 

mountain or a sunken ship. _____________________ another whale that tells them, 

“_________________ me! _________________ make a right at this white rock.”  

_________________ is, if whales can talk. 

Your turn: 

If whales could use human language, what might one whale say to another? Remember to 

start each sentence differently. 

1. Whale #1: 

__________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________. 

2. Whale #2: 

__________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________. 

Draw a picture to go with your whale conversations. 
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Think About for Sentence Fluency: 
 
 
Did I compose my sentences correctly? 

Did I start my sentences in different ways? 

Are some of my sentences short?  Long?   

Does my writing read aloud smoothly? 
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Key Qualities:  Primary 
 
Ideas 

1. Finding a Big Idea 
2. Focusing the Big Idea 
3. Staying With the Big Idea  
4. Using Juicy Details 

 
Organization 

1. Starting With a Bold Beginning 
2. Creating a Mighty Middle 
3. Finishing With an Excellent Ending 
4.  Adding a Terrific Title  

 
Voice 

1. Expressing a Feeling 
2. Communicating Sparkle and Pizzazz  
3. Reaching Out to the Reader 
4. Saying Things in New Ways  

 
Word Choice 

1. Choosing Zippy Verbs 
2. Picking “Just Right” Words 
3. Stretching for Never-Before-Tried Words  
4. Using Words to Create Meaning 

 
Sentence Fluency 

1. Building Complete Sentences 
2. Starting Sentences in Different Ways 
3. Varying Sentence Lengths 
4. Making Smooth-Sounding Sentences 

 
Conventions 

1. Spelling Well 
2. Capitalizing Correctly 
3. Punctuation Powerfully 
4. Applying Basic Grammar 

 
Presentation 

1. Forming Letters Correctly 
2. Printing Words Neatly 
3. Putting Spaces Between Letters and Words 
4. Turning in a Tidy Final Piece 

 
 
 


